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K+n Charge-Exchange Scattering at 2.3 BeV/c':~ 
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We present here the ·differential cross section for the reaction ~+ n - K
0

p 

at 2. 3 BeY/ c. On comparing the dilferential scattering cross section in the for

ward direction with the value derived from the optical theorem, we find the 

experimental value to be considerably larger than the optical!_theorem point. 

This indicates that the charge -exchange amplitude is predominantly real. 

This study is based on an analysis of 297 events of the type 

(1) 

0 
with a visible K decay. The events were obtained in 100 000 photographs 

taken with the Brookhaven National Laboratory's 20-in. bubble chamber filled 

with deuterium and exposed to a K+ beam at the AGS. 1 In this sample we find 

53o/a of the events with two visible protons and 47% with only one visible proton. 

For the latter we fitted the events as one-constraint fits to reaction (1).-

In reaction ( 1) the choice as to which of the two protons is the recoil 

proton and which the spectator has been made on the basis of their respective 

momenta. If the slower proton is chosen as the supposed spectator, it is found 

to have a momentum distribution which agrees well with that expected from the 
I, • 

Hulthen wave function, provided that its momentum does not exceed 300 MeV /c. 

With the same mb'rri..entum limitation, the angular distribution of the spectator 

in the laboratory is isotropic. We find that. in 14% of the events, both protons 

have momenta greater than 300 MeV /c, whereas the expected number consistent 
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with the Hulthen wave function is 1 to 2o/o. We attribute this discrepancy to double 

scattering in the deuteron. In the subsequent analysis we. have included only 

events with spectator momenta below .300 MeV /c." There are 257 such events. 
) 

All events were weighted according to the probability that a K
0 

of the observed 

momentum decays within the chosen fiducial volume. Cross sections have been 

. 0 . 0 . 
corrected to allow for K

2 
and neutral K

1 
decays. By this procedure we find 

the eros s section for charge exchange to be 1. 50± .15 mb. 

Figure 1 shows the observed angular distribution of the 
0 K from reaction 

{1) in the laboratory system. Figure 2 shows· (solid bars) the observed values 
... 

of dO" /d!J as a function of the K scattering angle Ef' in the Kn center of 

mass, {or oa jot as a function of momentum transfer, t). 
; 

If the charge-exchange scattering amplitude on a free neutron is givenby 

f = a+ b(a· · ~), where ;;_ is the unit vector perpendicular to the scattering plane, 

then the differential cross section for a neutron bound in a deuteron is given by~ 

da/d!J = [Jaj
2 

+ (2/3) jbj
2

] [1- H{q)] + (1/3)j'bj
2 

[1 + H(q)]. (2) 

Here the cross section is given in the K+ n center of mass, H = f 4J~\E) exp 

(-i_s: !_) 4J(!_)dl_ is a real and positive quant_ity, 4J is the deuteron spatial wave 

function, and .9.. is the difference between the initial and final K momenta in 

the laboratory system. Final-state interaction and double-scattering effects 

are ignored in this ,expression. 2 
•" .. -

- ' 

Equation (2) Lpay be rewrit.ten as 

where 

dO" jd!J = ~.;1 - H{q)] (da jd!J)nf + [1 - (f/3)H{q)] {d~/d!J)f' (3) 
-· \ I 

I , I ;. 

:_{dO" /d!J)nf' and (dO" /d!J)f are the free-neutron C!70SS sections for 

nonspin, ~lip and spin, flip, respectively. 

F~r events p~o~duced with cose':' < 0. 92 we obtain HGq) .:::; 0.1' and effects 
I 

I 

due to the deuterorl are thus negligible. For the remaining events· the value of 
::I 
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H(q) becomes significant, and corrections implied by Eq. (3) must be included. 

To apply these corrections; one must knowthe relative .s.ize of spin-flip and 

nons pin-flip contributions. The relative importance· of these two terms is not 

known. However, since all corrections apply primarily to forward-scattering 

angles we have ·neglected the spin-flip term. The triangles in Fig. 2 show the 

result of correction where only th~ nonspin-flip term ha~ been included. 

We now compare the 

from the optical the\orem. 

forward-scattering cross sectipn with that derived 

I 

I ' 
In terms of isotopic-spin ampl~tudes, the amplitudes 

. . ;. 

f K+ , . .K+ . dK+. h h, ( ) . or p scatter1ng, n scattenng, an n c arge exc an:ge c. e. are g1ven 
I 

respect1yely, by 

. + + + + i 
. ~(K p- K p), = f 1 , f(K n- K n) =· {f1 + f 0 )/2, and 7~. e. = {£1 - £0 )/2; 

hence ':I 

f, = f(K+ p _,. K+ p) - f(K+ n _,. K+ n). 
c. e. 

From th~ optical theorem we thus obtain 

(4) 

which yie~ds the inequality 

(da c. e./ds:t)t= 0 =:::. {kj4'1T [(a t)K+p- (at) K+n] }
2

. (5) 

From the uncorrected data in Fig. 2, which is a lower limit to the K+ n charge-

exchange cross section, we would predict a difference of -5mb between the 

K+ p and K+ n eros s sections if Eq. (5) is tak.en to be an equality. The meas

ured cross -section difference (a t)K+p - (a t)K+n at this energy was given by 

3 
Cook et al. as -0.6 ±1.0mb. These two results are clearly incompatible, 

which implies that Eq. (5) must be considered as an inequality. Thus the 

real part of the for.~ard K+ n charge-exchange amphtude, f , must be c. e. . 

considerably great~r than the imaginary part. It is noteworthy that this is in 
···. 

contrast with high.:.energy K- p charge exchange, which has a predominantly 
I ' ~·' i ' 

imaginary amplitude. 
4 

On the basis of a Regge -pole model of KN scattering 
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invoking only p and A 2 trajectories, Phillips and Rarita have predicted that 

K+ n charge exchange should have a predominantly real amplitude and K- p 

charge exchange a predominantly imaginary amplitude. 
5 

The possible validity 

of such a Regge approach at an energy as low as 2.3 BeV /c is supported by the 

+ fact that K n scattering is free of resonances in the direct channel, and that 

P o+ the only other trajectory that might have to be considered would be an I, J = 1, 

exchange. 

We are grateful to R. Shutt and his co-workers at .the Brookhaven National 

Laboratory for making available the 20-in. bubble chamber, to the AGS crew, 

the 20-in. bubble chamber crew, and particularly to H. Brown for help .with the 

exposure at the AGS. We thank the many people at Berk.el'ey
1
who helped with 

scanning, measuring, and computing. We would like to acknowledge helpful 

discussions with Professor G. Chew and Dr. W. Rarita. 

r; 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Observed laboratory differential cross sectioh·for the reaction 

+ 0 0 
K d -+ K pp as a function of the K production angle. 

Fig. 2. Differential cross· section for the reaction K+ d _. K
0

pp as a 

function of the K
0 

production angle in the K+n center of mass 

(or mom~ntum transf~r t). Solid bars show ex,perimental data; 

triangles show the conversion from K+ d scatt~ring to K+ n 
I 

}: 

scatterin~ if spin-flip contributions to the scatte.ring are ignored. 

' .. 

' ~ I 
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